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Why pay costly tan excnange
prices as high as S29. 95!
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Why do you
gamble? Are you OK
with your reasons?
hat is the main reason ily forget about our problems. This can
why people like to gam- lead to a continuous self-medication
ble? The fact of the mat- and numbing of ourselves with gamter is, there are MANY bling for fear of what will happen if we
reasons why people gamble; and for stop. But a temporary escape can turn
every reason, there's a reason not to... into a long-term nightmare when the
Ever feel like it's your
money starts dwindling.
Do you gamble to
lucky day? You got a
parking spot right in
have some R&R? To let
front of work! Found a
your hair down? Unwind from a tough
10 dolla·r bill crumpled
in your back pocket!
week? The casino has
And yourVISA bill came
been designed to have
in with a zero balance!
an elegant and relaxing
Great day to buy a lotatmosphere, and altery ticket! How many
though I do appreciate
times have you taken a
the decor and pricey
chance on something
artwork, if I want to
because you had a good
relax, I'd sooner spend
feeling about it? Luck is
Howard P. Riback
my money at the spa
across the street. At
a huge factor in gambling. However, if your
The Wilming Hand
least that way I know
reason for gambling is
iliiiiis
for sure that I go home
luck, consider the Gam- - - - - - - - - - happy and satisfied.
Are you gambling for charity and
bier's Fallacy: Believing in luck means
denying the unpredictability of random thinking you're doing a good thing beevents; you think you have a good cause you're supporting a good cause?
chance of winning ... but you really It's a good excuse to place a few innodon'c.
cent bets? What about your own
Do you gamble just for fun? The cause? If you cannot afford to gamble
emotional roller coaster one goes for charity, I suggest you don't. And if
through when gambling brings a rush it's an excuse to gamble and feel good
of adrenaline into your system. When about it, I suggest you don't either. This
your nervous-system needs more line of chinking and action can only
adrenaline it seeks out more thrills. perpetuate a negative and potentially
This adrenaline addiction can lead to a harmful habit.
Do you gamble because you owe
gambling problem. As with any rollercoaster, the thrilling highs also have people money? Are you chasing your
rock-bottom lows.
losses? These are reasons to STOP
Do you gamble just to win? Think gambling and seek help. Do not gamyou can make some easy money? What ble with money you don't have. Do
you must not forget is that it is also a not borrow money to gamble. It is not
very easy way to LOSE money, and worth it.
those optimists out there must never
Be aware of your reason for gamforget that.
bling... use moderation ...and most imDo you gamble to help out with porcant:t. never forget that it is just a
your finances? Gambling rarely helps fi- game and not worth ruining your life
nancial problems and could even make over. If you're not OK with your reathem worse. This reason to gamble is sons for gambling and want help rediespecially dangerous since you cannot recting your life, contact someone,
afford co lose the money your gam- anyone, and get help. And if you're
bling with to begin with.
going to gamble, gamble responsibly.
Are you stressed at work? Bored
For more information Howard P. Riback the
with nothing to do? Having problems Gaming/Gambling Specialist and Inspirational
at home? Need an escape from the re- Speaker a.k..a. "The Cleaner" can be reached
ality of your life? Casinos can only pro- at 5 f 4 659 562 f or howard@theribackvide a temporary means of escape and group.com or view his website at www.theribrelief. They help us to only temporar- ackgroup.com.
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Cinexpress is the new cool exciting way to rent DVD's or games.
FULLY automated- NO hassle- NO fuss- Great movies 24/7

Cate Internet

Movie Rentals:
New releases: s1.75
Other:.99c

FASTEST Gaming computers arou1ld

Dt·op by and see the
state of the art
gaming computers!
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112 bout. Jacques-lizard • 514-448-9193

The numbers speak for themselves.

Gambling... Are you trapped?
Because Success Matters.

3641, avenue Prud'homme
Montreal, Quebec
H4A 3H6
T. 514 486-5533
http: I /college. centennial. qc.ca

When you gamble, you are not
only gambling with your
money, but with your friends,
family, job and home.

Are you prepared
to lose it all?

For.HELP call
Howard P. Riback 514-659-5621
He has been there and has come out on the winning side
www.theribackgroup.com

howard@theribackgroup.com

